We investigate the property of the Wu invariant metric on a certain class of psuedoconvex domains. We show that the Wu invariant Hermitian metric, which in general behaves as nicely as the Kobayashi metric under holomorphic mappings, enjoys the complex hyperbolic curvature property in such cases. Namely, the Wu invariant metric is Kähler and has constant negative holomorphic curvature in a neighborhood of the spherical boundary points for a large class of domains in C n .
Introduction and the main theorems.
The invariant metrics including the Carathéodory, Kobayashi, Bergman and Kähler-Einstein metrics (to name only a few) have played an important role in the complex function theory, complex geometry and many related areas of mathematical research. Each invariant metric provides distinct merits and characteristics, and hence its own unique contributions. Among them, the Carathéodory and Kobayashi metrics are exploited mostly because of the distance decreasing property, that all holomorphic mappings are distance decreasing with respect to them. Thus they provide a bridge between the complex function theory and geometry. On the other hand, they are almost never Hermitian, in some sense making them harder to be applied by the differential geometric methods. The Bergman and Kähler-Einstein metrics are Hermitian (in fact Kählerian), and hence they offer wide range of applications in geometric research. However, the distance decreasing property for general holomorphic mappings essentially fail with them. (See Wu [7] for more detailed discussions on this point.) Along such a circle of reasons, it was natural for H. Wu to introduce the metric that is Hermitian and distance-decreasing for all holomorphic mappings. We call this metric the Wu metric throughout this paper.
This article focuses upon the curvature properties of the Wu metric. As one considers the distance decreasing properties of holomorphic mappings with respect to the given Hermitian/Kählerian metrics, well-known differential geometric generalizations of Schwarz's lemma (see [1] , [8] for instance) show that the negativity of curvature can imply the distance decreasing property for holomorphic mappings. On the other hand, the Kobayashi metric, while not being Hermitian in general, always enjoys the distance decreasing property. Thus, it was natural for Kobayashi to ask the following question:
Question. Do all Kobayashi hyperbolic manifolds admit a Hermitian metric of negative holomorphic curvature?
Here, by a Kobayashi hyperbolic manifold we mean a complex manifold on which the Kobayashi distance is positive definite. The terminology holomorphic curvature stands for the holomorphic sectional curvature.
Notice that the Hermitian metrics which do not possess distance decreasing property (up to a positive constant multiplier) cannot answer the above question. It appeals to us that hopes, if any, lie with the Wu metric. This has inspired us to consider the curvature behavior of the Wu metric in various cases.
Indeed, the main focus of this article is centered around the curvature analysis of the Wu metric on the bounded pseudoconvex domains. In the preceding analysis of the Wu metric on the Thullen domains ( [2] and [3] ), we have observed several totally unexpected aspects of its metric and curvature behavior. When one considers the Wu metric on the Thullen domain E 2 = {(z, w) ∈ C 2 | |z| 2 + |w| 4 < 1} for instance, the Wu metric is real analytic except at points belonging to the subsets
Surprisingly, it is C 1 but not C 2 at points of M . Moreover, the Wu metric is not Kähler "inside" M with a variable holomorphic curvature, whereas it is Kähler "outside" M with a constant holomorphic curvature. It seems that such a "singularity set" for the Wu metric is originated by the weak pseudoconvexity of boundary points of the Thullen domain E 4 . On the other hand, the results of [2] and [3] involve much computation, even for the points outside M . As several experts pointed out after [2] and [3] appeared, a simple and straightforward geometric explication of the constant curvature property is desirable. The main point of this paper is exactly focusing upon this; we give a more general and geometric explanation for the boundary constant curvature property of the Wu metric. As a consequence of our new arguments, we show that the constant curvature property is not only possessed by the complex two dimensional Thullen domains but also shared by much broader a collection of domains that map locally properly onto the ball, for instance. The main results are as follows: Note that Theorem 2 provides a generalization of the complex hyperbolicity results of [2] . Furthermore, its generalization is immediate from the proof; see the remark at the end of Section 5.
Remark. We would like to point out that Theorem 1 cannot be completely localized. The domain {(z, w) ∈ C 2 | |z| 2 + |w| < 1} is locally biholomorphic with the ball in a neighborhood of each smooth boundary point. However, the holomorphic curvature of its Wu metric is nowhere constant and nowhere Kähler. See [3] for details.
Wu metric and the minimal ellipsoid.
Let us first recall the definition of the Kobayashi-Royden invariant metric. Let B 1 be the unit disk in C and M be a complex manifold. Denote by H(B 1 , M) the set of all holomorphic maps from B 1 to M . The KobayashiRoyden metric of M is defined by
Here we identify T 0 (B 1 ) with C and | | is the euclidean norm. In [7] , Wu introduced a new invariant Hermitian metric. The construction and properties of the Wu metric are discussed in [2] , [5] and [7] . While we point the readers to these articles for a detailed introduction, we include here a brief description of the Wu metric for the Kobayashi hyperbolic manifolds. If M is a Kobayashi hyperbolic complex manifold, then its Wu metric h M and the Kobayashi-Royden infinitesimal metric k M are related as shown in the following proposition.
First let us fix x ∈ M . Let α be a positive definite Hermitian inner product on T x M . Denote its unit ball by
Likewise, consider In other words, in each tangent space of a Kobayashi hyperbolic manifold, the unit ball of the Wu metric is the unique complex ellipsoid centered at the origin with smallest possible volume among those containing the Kobayashi indicatrix. (See also [4] for the uniqueness property.) In this article, we call this ellipsoid the minimal ellipsoid. Now we present:
This lemma states that if a domain containing a "sufficiently large portion" of the boundary of the complex unit ball ∂B n , then its corresponding minimal ellipsoid is the closed ball B n . 
unless a ij = 0. Since the set n k=2 L k is invariant under the action by T above, and since this action is volume preserving, the uniqueness of the minimal ellipsoid implies that a ij = 0. The ellipsoid is thus of the form
we have a 1 ≥ 1 and a k ≤ 1 for k = 2, . . . , n. The volume of E is less than that of the B n implies that a 1 a 2 · · · · · a n > 1. Hence there exists an integer j between 2 to n such that a 1 a j > 1. Without loss of generality, we can assume that j = 2 with a 1 a 2 > 1. The previous statements can now be reduced to a two dimensional case as follows:
This can further imply that in the first quadrant of R 2 ,
But a simple geometrical argument can easily conclude that if E contains L 2 then a 1 a 2 ≤ 1. This contradicts the assumption that E is not the closed
n , it follows that the minimal ellipsoid of D is also the closed unit ball.
The extremal discs in B n .
Let B 1 be the unit disc in C, and Ω be a domain in C n . A holomorphic map f : B 1 → Ω is called an extremal mapping at p ∈ Ω in the complex direction v, if it realizes the Kobayashi-Royden metric at p along v. The image, f (B 1 ), is then called an extremal disc in Ω. See [6] .
In this section, we study the behavior of certain extremal discs in B n for points near the boundary.
Consider the point a = (a, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ B n . The automorphism φ : B n → B n defined by
(Here for simplicity we have assumed that (X 1 , . . . , X n ) ∈ S, the unit sphere in C n .) Since the extremal disc is invariant under biholomorphism, the image φ • F (B 1 ) becomes the extremal disc at a in the direction of the new vector
and the corresponding extremal mapping is
. The properties of Möbius transformations then implies that the extremal map (φ • F )(ζ) converges uniformly to (1, 0, . . . , 0) as a → 1. In other words, we have the following lemma: Lemma 2. Given a neighborhood U at (1, 0, . . . , 0) , there exists a constant > 0 such that if |1 − a| < , then for any (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ) ∈ S with the property that for certain k between 1 and n, |X 1 | ≤ |X k | while X j = 0 for all j = k, the extremal disc at (a, 0, . . . , 0) in the complex direction
Proof of Theorem 1.
Suppose Ω be a domain obtained by intersecting B n with an open set W . Let z ∈ Ω = B n ∩W . Rotating the axis if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that z = (a, 0, . . . , 0). By Lemma 2 , if z is close enough to the boundary of B n , the extremal discs of B n at z along certain complex directions lie inside Ω. Since Ω ⊂ B n , the definition of the Kobayashi metric implies that these extremal discs (for B n ) are also extremal for the domain Ω. To state this fact more precisely in terms of Kobayashi indicatrix, we have
consider the automorphism φ : B n → B n defined in Section 3, that sends 0 = (0, . . . , 0) to z = (a, 0, . . . , 0). By identifying the tangent spaces with C n , we then have
Lemma 1 can now be used to conclude that the minimal ellipsoid of (dφ 0 ) −1 (I Ω z ) is the same as the closed unit ball. Since the minimal ellipsoids are determined solely by the linear structure, it follows that minimal ellipsoid of I 
Proof of Theorem 2.
Let m 1 and m 2 are integers ≥ 2, 2 ). Then Φ induces a proper holomorphic mapping from E m 1 m 2 onto B 2 with its branch set Σ. Take an open neighborhood U = U p , say, of p so that Φ| U is 1-1. Let z ∈ U ∩ E. By
